
GOOD THESIS ON THE ODYSSEY

Below you will find five outstanding thesis statements for The Odyssey by Homer that have no trouble connecting with
the text and writing an excellent essay.

Odysseus is the model of ideal manhood, and he is admired far and wide for his intelligence, skill, and
demeanor. Not only was Athena the goddess of wisdom and war, she played the role of the protector. With the
right mindset, he comes out victorious in the end but temptation leads him astray and hold him captive from
his goal. What you have is observation, not analysis. This means that there have been ten years in Ithaka with
no leadership and no means of law enforcement. Please avoid the word "things"! Needs a more analytical
angle Achilles shows signs of geras and Hubris throughout the Iliad. As one of the few representatives of
ancient Greek social order, the blind, Homer witnessed women as substandard to men, regardless of their
actions; many of them existed as seductresses, prostitutes, or slaves OR Revenge is bad because it creates a
vicious cycle, B, and C. T Cool thesis. When I mentioned everyone that includes myself. What is the
difference between protection and defense? What are the impacts of temptation? Part of the decision would be
the immortality issue. For ten years, this man struggled to break the walls of Troy, not being able to conquer
their obscure structure. The word "people" probably fits with "locations" and "behaviors" better than "families.
Penelope is left in a very vulnerable situation because suitors are now coming into her home looking to marry
her, as whoever she chooses to marry would become the king of Ithaka. The climax of The Odyssey is when
Odysseus reveals himself to the suitors, and they go from being the preditors of the palace, to the prey. Leave
previous drafts and comments as they are, so others can learn from them. Appearence, usually in the form of
an aura bestowed upon a character by the Gods, earns respect for both Odysseus and Telemachus as well as
Menelaus, Nestor, etc. An example of this is in the beginning of the story that Odysseus is so self-glorified is
he even tempts Poseidon by saying that he does not need the gods and that he only needs himself. You could
think about the romance and love that goes throughout the whole book with Odysseus and his wife Penelope,
or when Odysseus is finally reunited with father Athena is one of the main female characters that truly show
out throughout the Iliad and the Odyssey. The ability of Gods to be both helpful and harmful is displayed
through Zeus, Athena, and Poseidon. Who are you, strangers I have found essays skeletons focusing on the
gods do not tend to be successful. But because of his lust many problems have been unearthed and left Related
Documents Essay Outline Of A Thesis Statement 1 Thesis A thesis statement defines the main ideas and
opinions of a paper. Why are they significant?


